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Introduction

Government’s RIS2 confirms £27.4 billion of 
funding in England’s strategic road network 
(SRN). National Highways will use a variety of 
procurement routes for different types of work on 
our network. Our Routes to Market programme 
has put in place new contractual arrangements 
and approaches that have established 
frameworks and contracts for delivery of many 
RIS2 requirements.

Our five-year funding programme allows us 
to develop a long-term plan to deliver the 
significantly larger volume of capital investment. 
We structure capital expenditure through 
programmes of work, plan procurements and 
allocation of work and share this information with 
our highway suppliers. This enables our suppliers 
to commit resources and people and provide 
real opportunities that will make a significant 
contribution to the £2.3 billion efficiency savings 
required during road period 2 (RP2).

The National Highways Contracts Pipeline is the practical application of the National 

Highways supply chain strategy and sets out our purchasing intentions over the period of 

the second Road Investment Strategy (RIS) 2020 - 2025.
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Commercial case

The way in which National Highways operates, 
maintains and enhances the SRN in RP2 reflects 
an evolution in the maturity of our business and 
relationship with our supply chain. This is an 
important time for us to continue delivering RIS2 
and plan for the next road period (RIS3),  
as we continue to explore new ways of procuring 
services as part of ongoing efforts to find 
efficiencies. 

The certainty provided by the five-year funding 
cycle and long-term planning, will help the 
supply chain to plan, invest and grow to meet 
the consequent demand. We are working with 
the supply chain to ensure that both they and us 
will have the capability and capacity required. 
We are doing this through the implementation 
of the supply chain strategy to improve the way 
we work with suppliers and ensure efficiency 
of delivery. Our aim is to continue to invest in a 
way that meets the needs of our customers and 
delivers best value now and into the future.

In 2021 National Highways was awarded 
Platinum accreditation by the CIPS Procurement 
Excellence Programme. CIPS is the world’s 
largest professional procurement and supply 
chain organisation with members in over 150 
countries. It covers all aspects of commercial 
and procurement practices assisting us in raising 
standards in the management of spend which 
helps to build, maintain and operate our network 
successfully.
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Supply chain strategy

We have not changed our approach,  
we are still providing the forward-looking 
supplier intelligence which primes the 
capability needed to be successful  
during RP2 and into future road periods.

Alongside operational and project delivery, 
we are working even closer with our key 
suppliers at a strategic level to better 
leverage the relationships in a way that 
reflects our relative importance to each 
other. By focusing on our understanding 
of supplier business plans on a three to 
five-year horizon, we will be able to provide 
early feedback to help manage any 

opportunities, risks and concerns before 
they impact on operational delivery. 

Through our supplier mapping process, 
we have a better understanding of how 
suppliers will develop their own capability 
and capacity and accelerate the sharing 
of learning; addressing any wider 
factors that may impact on supplier 
performance and sustainability moving 
forward. We are operating at sector 
level to prime the market and ensure 
existing and potential new suppliers 
are developing the leadership and skills 
needed to deliver our business.

Home safe and well

Zero harm

Delivered £2.3bn efficiencies

Ahead of time, below budget

Clear value to customers

100% plan accuracy

(do what we say, when we say)

Sustainable supply chains

Left-shift designs

Clear demand at category level (6m - 5yrs)

Min 2m productivity / utilisation

Exploiting digital opportunities

Bridged innovation gap (idea to deployment)

Logistics and production led delivery

Deployed proven strategic & operations techniques

Optimised category mgt (NH & Industry level)

HMG catapults

Maximising industry partnerships e.g. MTC

Inspiring future generations

RIS2 2020 - 2025

Supply chain - maturity model RIS2

Supplier development - 
overall direction

Industry leading
supply chain 
efficiencies

Create con�dence to
invest in implementing
production thinking

Establish consistent
supply chain
development model

Logistics and 
production strategies
deployed programme,
category and region wide 
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improving

Level 5
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National Highways capacity  
and capability
RP2 represents a step-change in increased 
investment for the SRN. We will continue to 
deliver against our three imperatives of safety, 
customer and delivery while responding to the 
challenges of RP2 and beyond. 

Safety – We will focus on making the network 
even safer for both road users and all those 
working on the network. 

Customer – We will make use of new 
technologies and provide relevant, real-time 
information to deliver more reliable journeys for 
our customers.

Delivery – We will continue to renew the  
network and deliver the schemes outlined in our 
Delivery Plan. At the same time, we will continue 
to monitor the environment we operate in, along 
with external factors that will shape future ways 
of working. Understanding the challenges we 
will face in RP2 will enable us to respond to and 
remove barriers to successful delivery.

We have recently launched our first social value 
plan – which sets out how we and our supply 
chain will add even more value to communities, 
the environment, and the economy.
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https://nationalhighways.co.uk/about-us/social-value-and-national-highways/
https://nationalhighways.co.uk/about-us/social-value-and-national-highways/


Procurement strategy

Our procurement models are currently aligned to 
our key delivery programmes: 

 Our Routes to Market programme has put 
in place new contractual arrangements, 
comprising the Scheme Delivery Framework 
and the recently awarded Pavement Delivery 
Framework which will provide greater 
efficiency and a step change in delivering 
carbon reduction and social value. Both 
of which will be used to deliver many RP2 
requirements and more onward into RIS3.

 For larger projects, we run individual 
procurements through the Find a Tender 
platform and with the planned reforms 
to procurement regulations scheduled to 
take place early 2024, greater flexibility and 
transparency are anticipated.

 Operations, maintenance, and renewals 
contracts will use a range of procurement 
vehicles, depending on the nature of the 
work aligning to the Asset Delivery (AD) 
operating model. 

 Other procurement models are used for 
technology and specialist services.

During RP2, we will implement category 
management across our business; working with 
suppliers through all stages of the supply chain 
life cycle to develop solutions that deliver best 
value to the tax payer. We will be driving supplier 
performance and relationships to a new level 
while fostering innovation and mitigating risks by 
working in collaboration with our stakeholder and 
partners across the supply chain. 

Accountable for the category management 
process and strategies across National 
Highways, the team will be driving supplier 
performance and relationships to a new level 
while fostering innovation and mitigating risks by 
working in collaboration with our stakeholder and 
partners across the supply chain. 

Early market engagement is a key element of our 
work and we encourage suppliers – new and 
existing - to take part in our market engagement 
activities which include supplier days, interactive 
sessions and webinars. 

Our end-to-end procurement cycle develops and implements procurement strategies 
that will best deliver what the business needs - whether that is a major enhancement 
scheme, a framework for specialist and professional services or a new finance 
system. We have a deep understanding of suppliers and markets and work with our 
project teams to add value from the early stages of the procurement cycle.
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https://nationalhighways.co.uk/media/si2pi4yz/approach-to-asset-management_v_final.pdf
https://nationalhighways.co.uk/media/si2pi4yz/approach-to-asset-management_v_final.pdf


The Information Technology Commercial 
Framework, awarded May 2022, is designed to 
support the delivery of RIS, acting as the primary 
route to market with consistent terms and 
conditions. This framework enables the delivery 
of information technology goods and services for 
the benefit of Digital Services, Operations and 
Major Projects within National Highways by,

 Enabling the procurement of cameras, 
roadside infrastructure and telecoms, lighting, 
maintenance contracting, signs and signals, 
traffic flow control devices, power supply 
(DNO), meteorological devices, maintenance 
and product development devices, data 
centre services, network and telephony. 

 Creating value and alignment of technology 
with other government departments 
including Government Digital Service, Crown 
Commercial Service and the Government 
Commercial Function.

Information Technology
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Continuous improvement:  
Designated Funds
These ring-fenced funds will help us 
enhance biodiversity, conserve cultural 
heritage and strengthen flood resilience. 
We will also use them to improve air 
quality, increase local integration, and 
support walkers, cyclists and horse 
riders. We know that the impact of such 

schemes has made the benefits of our 
overall investment programme much 
more visible at a local level. We will work 
together with key stakeholders to invest 
these funds in a flexible way across this 
broad range of issues over the course  
of RP2.

Contract control framework
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to the strategy/plan

2
Market Options

3
Develop Strategy/Plan

Create the strategy that will
deliver the statement of need

4
Develop Tender

Documents
Deliver tender and contract
documentation that delivers

the C&P strategy5
Publish and Receive
Tender Documents

Invite and support suppliers to  
provide best value submissions 

to create a level playing field 
for selection

6
Contract Award
Select most affordable
and sustainable offer

Buy

De�ne
Deliver

7
Contract Delivery
Deliver the C&P strategy
efficiently and effectively
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The contract control framework is designed 
to provide a consistent and defined way of 
working that gives us the ability to refine 
and improve our working practices. Our 
National Highways e-sourcing portal 
is a suite of collaborative, web-based tools 
that enable our procurement professionals 
and suppliers to interact throughout the 
procurement lifecycle to help achieve greater 
commercial value. It provides a simple, secure 
and efficient means for managing tendering 
activities helping to reduce the time and effort 
required for both suppliers and buyers.

Improvement plan 
  
We are investing in the development of 
our people (technical skills, soft skills and 
leadership skills). We are continuously 
modernising our processes and tools and 

the ongoing improvement of all areas via 
the rolling Commercial and Procurement 
three-year strategic plan.
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https://nationalhighways.ukp.app.jaggaer.com/esop/ogc-host/public/nationalhighways/web/login.jst


National Highways Contracts Pipeline

New roads, major projects, investment 
and maintenance of our existing network 
remain the bedrock of our activity. During 
RP2, we will deliver more major projects 
and renewals, incorporating world class 
solutions to meet the growing demands 
placed upon the network.

It is essential we provide greater 
visibility of the future pipeline of work 
across our supply chain. Managing our 
operations and existing network through 
improvement demand planning and 
greater accuracy on forecasting, we can 
mitigate the impact of our aging network. 
Those schemes which were started but 
not completed in RP1 form a significant 
part of the work delivered in the early 
years of RP2, alongside our new priorities.

We are taking a planned, longer-term 
view of how we manage asset renewals. 
Investment in assets that require cyclical 
renewals such as road surfaces and 
signage will remain broadly as flat-spend 

across RP2. More complex assets such 
as concrete roads, safety barriers and 
structures, will see a substantial increase 
in investment as they near the end of 
their life. We are planning these in a way 
that will allow us to smooth out peaks 
in spending and ensure the network 
remains safe.

Our Contracts Pipeline will be used to 
measure and communicate progress and 
value for money. It will deliver benefits 
to our customers by improving safety, 
reducing disruption, delivering smoother 
traffic flow and increasing reliability. 

The Contracts Pipeline will be updated 
regularly and include details of planned, 
current and completed activity. The 
document, incorporates filters to provide 
visibility of the stages of our programmes, 
projects and procurements with regional 
dimension as appropriate.
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https://nationalhighways.co.uk/publications/?__RequestVerificationToken=2gv1aaou9vKZQCEyQe68RqG9bJkR6lHLONve4gUZ4IpvDNtXyh2iZ7nctTCgxuhhl2cOmhjF-PFU5EYHH5DGrOUQ_LBPdHi4pYWtFT_wGMQ1&sort=&query=pipeline
https://nationalhighways.co.uk/publications/?__RequestVerificationToken=2gv1aaou9vKZQCEyQe68RqG9bJkR6lHLONve4gUZ4IpvDNtXyh2iZ7nctTCgxuhhl2cOmhjF-PFU5EYHH5DGrOUQ_LBPdHi4pYWtFT_wGMQ1&sort=&query=pipeline
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